Production, characterization and control of alignment degree of molecules are of importance for investigating in detail the stereodynamics of elementary processes involving elastic, inelastic and reactive events and also to prepare gas-phase species for selective surface scattering investigations. The focus here is on collisional alignment in supersonic seeded molecular beams, a technique which shows perspectives on the applications, offering appealing features for 'duty cycle' and intensity characteristics. Attention will be addressed to recent stereodynamical studies carried out on hydrocarbon molecules in the gas phase and on applications of such aligned beams to surface scattering studies.
Introduction
The effects of the spatial orientation of molecules on many physical, chemical and biological properties are ubiquitous and the control of molecular orientation is a current challenge of advanced research in all areas of molecular science. Recently, this aim appears within reach as techniques for alignment of the molecular rotational plane become available. A simple, natural and effective technique [1] involves the supersonic expansion of seeded beams, which shows the perspective to be of a more general scope than other techniques such as (i) the brute force orientation [2] by static electric or magnetic fields (limited to molecules with dipole moments) or (ii) the use of polarized absorption [3] (limited to optically favourable transitions in the molecular manifold).
The so-called collisional alignment, rather than exploiting an external field, is induced by the specific role of the anisotropy of intermolecular forces which drives the outcome of a molecular collision. This effect was suggested long ago [4] in connection with transport properties and has been demonstrated in molecular beams in the 1970s [5] . In recent years, it has received much interest since results achieved by various groups provided tools for the understanding of the basic mechanisms responsible for its generation and thus to define the experimental conditions necessary for its control. This opens perspectives to exploit collisional alignment as a tool for aligning the molecules which may be of use for many applied purposes. Actually, the alignment degree induced by collisions in a typical supersonic expansion is usually not particularly prominent, but when specific experimental conditions are fulfilled, the effect may be large, clearly observable and, more important, manageable and relevant for many experiments. In this paper, we will outline some of the experimental methodologies which we have employed to reveal and to control the collisional alignment, we will focus on the experimental conditions in which the effect is expected to be significant and, finally, we will illustrate with examples the application of this methodology to gas-phase scattering and to surface science experiments.
Experimental methodologies
Molecular alignment corresponds here to a nonstatistical distribution of the spatial components of the rotational angular momentum J. Such components are usually defined by the helicity quantum number M, which quantifies the projections of J with respect to a reference axis (in the present case, the molecular beam axis).
As stated in section 1, a natural and effective alignment technique involves molecular collisions in an environment, the supersonic expansion zone, characterized by an anisotropic velocity distribution. Observations made on supersonic seeded expansions of simple inorganic molecules, like Na 2 [5] , Li 2 [6] , I 2 [7] and CO 2 [8] , indicate that collisional alignment is a general phenomenon. When a diluted mixture expands through a nozzle, the lighter carrier atoms pummel the larger molecules as the mixture passes out to the vacuum. The heavier diatomic molecules experience so many collisions coming from a single direction that they become preferentially aligned in those directions in which they take less of a beating. They tend to spin about an axis perpendicular to their direction of travel-doing cartwheels (edge-on configuration, defined by low values of M), rather than spinning like a propeller (or helicopter; broad-side configuration, and high values of M).
In 1994 [9] , by monitoring the variation of the paramagnetism of O 2 in continuous supersonic seeded beams of molecular oxygen, relaxed in the lowest rotational level (J = 1), the first experimental evidence was provided for the strong dependence of the alignment on the final molecular speed. The employed experimental apparatus exploited the combination of mechanical velocity selection with the production of highly collimated continuous beams and the use of a Stern-Gerlach magnet, to measure variations in the beam paramagnetism as a probe of the molecular alignment.
Subsequent experiments of ion mobilities for N 2 + [10] and for seeded expansions of CO [11] , performed under entirely different conditions (i.e. in a drift tube and in pulsed beams, respectively) and also with different diagnostic techniques (laser-induced fluorescence and polarized light absorption, respectively), provided further evidence of the pronounced dependence of the collisional alignment on the molecular speed.
A more general type of experiment, which does not require molecular paramagnetism, measures the beam attenuation as the beam passes through a scattering cell filled with a probe spherical target. Under high angular and energy resolution conditions, such a measure relates to the total scattering cross-sections. Such an observable varies with the beam velocity and also depends on the strength of the intermolecular interaction. The latter is anisotropic, so the cross-section is a function of the direction of mutual approach in the collision, and therefore of the molecular alignment. In order to extract such information from the scattering crosssection, an accurate knowledge of the interaction potential energy surface and a correct treatment of the collisional dynamics of aligned molecules is required.
Scattering experiments, performed using as projectiles velocity selected O 2 [12] and N 2 [13] seeded molecular beams and rare gases as targets, showed that the two diatomic molecules behave similarly and confirmed the correlation between molecular alignment and molecular velocity: for rotationally relaxed diatomic molecules, the cartwheel (edgeon) flying mode is dominant as the molecular speed increases.
Then, we demonstrated that also the disc-shaped benzene molecule aligns in supersonic expansions [14, 15] . In such a case, the alignment of J corresponds to a preferential orientation of the molecular plane along the beam propagation direction. Interestingly, the velocity dependence of the alignment degree for benzene was found to be less striking than for the previous cases of the lighter oxygen and nitrogen molecules.
The probing of the orientation of this very prototypical aromatic molecule has been performed through two complementary experiments: by the scattering probe of the type discussed earlier in this section and by direct IR polarized laser absorption (see figure 1) . The latter adds to those already introduced, as a third technique that have been implemented by us to probe molecular alignment in gaseous expansions. All these findings suggest that experiments can be designed, involving seeded beams of light molecules, where the use of high collimation conditions with a proper velocity selection permits the simultaneous control of the molecular speed and C21 of the molecular alignment. Inevitably, such a control is accompanied by a reduction of the beam intensity. This aspect stimulated us to develop high transmission, light and compact mechanical velocity selectors [16] to be easily used for applications in supersonic molecular beam studies. As an example of the use of such a device, applications have been recently demonstrated in a surface scattering experiment [17] (to be discussed later).
Alignment mechanisms and role of experimental resolution conditions
The observed effects result from myriads of collisions suffered by each molecule during the supersonic expansion. A global analysis of the phenomenon requires both the description at a single collision level and the consideration of the role of multiple events [18] [19] [20] [21] . In addition, the outcome of each event must depend on features of the anisotropic intermolecular forces between the seeded molecule and the carrier atom, on the mass ratio between projectile atom and molecular target, on the initial and final rotational state, on the collision velocity, on the orbital angular momentum of the collisional complex and on the scattering angle. Therefore any speculation founded on hard sphere models appears to be incomplete and often inadequate, while quantum mechanical calculations are recommended [22] , classical mechanics being often misleading, especially for forward scattering-of particular relevance here.
In a supersonic expansion, the relative velocity between carriers and seeded molecules (the so-called 'velocity slip') decreases with the distance from the nozzle, since molecules accelerate because of the momentum transfer by collisions. Scattering events at the initial high velocity slip regime (at the initial stage of the supersonic expansion, confined near the nozzle) are elastic and inelastic with excitation and relaxation of molecular rotations. As far as the system expands downstream, the excitation channels become less probable and finally closed in the low velocity slip region where the relaxation dominates the inelasticity. Here, the particle density drops, collisions become less probable and the system maintains a memory of their dynamics. Such memory generates some propensities (stereodynamical effects) in the behaviour of the molecules, which depend also on the fact that the analysed final states can be controlled mainly by elastic or inelastic scattering. For instance, those molecules which start from a near 'edge-on' configuration in highly rotational levels are accelerated and completely relaxed by elastic and inelastic collisions at low impact parameters, in order to maintain their low helicity state. Such molecules are expected to be fast and confined in a narrow angular cone in the forward direction of the expansion (i.e. around the beam axis) [22] . A different behaviour is expected for those molecules which start from near 'broad-side' configurations in the most populated rotational levels in the source and which are accelerated only by elastic collisions at low impact parameters. These molecules are expected to maintain both their rotational energy and helicity quantum number. This mechanism elucidates the observations given in [11] where high rotational states (not relaxed) were probed and broadside flying molecules have been found to prevail in the fast front of a pulsed beam of CO seeded in He. These alignment mechanisms can be attenuated by events involving the transversal component of the molecular velocity: their average is more effective in the low velocity slip region, where the velocity distribution tends to be 'isotropic' [18] [19] [20] [21] .
Such considerations emphasize the key role played by the angular and velocity resolutions of a given experiment, combined with the type of investigated rotational state, in determining the differences in the final outcomes.
We directly checked this effect by probing different angular cones of the supersonic seeded expansions. This has been realized in an experiment [15] where the alignment of benzene molecules has been probed by polarized IR absorption and by changing the dimensions of the entrance slits to the detector (a bolometer in this case). Results obtained for the two different angular resolutions are reported in figure 1 . It is clear from the figure that under higher angular resolution conditions, a larger alignment is observed.
Gas-phase scattering experiments: the C 2 hydrocarbons case
As examples of related recent studies, the behaviour of acetylene and ethylene molecules, in seeded beams with Ne, He, H 2 and their mixtures as carriers, was studied using the scattering from a rare gas target as a probe of the alignment phenomenon. Experiments have been carried out as for O 2 [10, [23] [24] [25] and N 2 [11] by using alternative carrier gases, in order to cover a wide velocity range for total cross-section measurements, and by selecting proper 'slices' of the velocity distributions with a mechanical velocity selector. Anisotropy effects in the cross-section of the same type as for diatomic molecules have been observed. Figure 2 reports typical results obtained for C 2 H 2 and compare them with those previously obtained for C 6 H 6 beams [15] , both projectiles being probed by Ar atoms as target. It is worth to mention here that ethylene molecules behave similarly to acetylene as shown in [1] . The reported measurements were made by selecting the slow and the fast speed tails of the velocity distribution of each molecular beam. For an analysis of such results, it is necessary to know with high accuracy the interaction potential energy surface driving the scattering process. A parallel effort has been devoted by us to this aim [26] .
Both C 2 H 2 and C 2 H 4 are prototypes of unsaturated hydrocarbons: C 2 H 2 is a linear polyatomic molecule, which can exist in the ortho and para forms, while C 2 H 4 is a planar polyatomic asymmetric top species with a behaviour resembling that of both a prolate symmetric top and a diatomic molecule, being two components of the principal inertia axes nearly equal, while the third one, confined along the molecular axis, is much lower.
The analysis of the experimental scattering results indicates that, in spite of such peculiarities in the molecular structure, C 2 H 2 and C 2 H 4 behave analogously to diatomic molecules (O 2 and N 2 ) of similar mass. Specifically, in seeded beams, they relax to the lowest rotational levels (mainly J = 1 and J = 2): those belonging to the slow speed tail of the velocity distribution, populate statistically all available rotational helicity states (no alignment); rotational alignment, i.e. the selective population of specific helicity states (M = 0 for acetylene and also for ethylene if assumed to behave like a diatom) reaches a degree of 85±10% for molecules flying in the fast front of the beam velocity distribution. Preliminary results on ethane [27] show a similar trend.
Surface scattering experiments
The role of molecular alignment of nonpolar molecules in gas-surface interaction has so far escaped direct experimental investigations. The collisional alignment technique allows preparation of highly aligned supersonic beams of ethylene, an apolar molecule. We have recently exploited this feature to investigate the molecular alignment dependence of the ethylene sticking coefficient S on a metallic surface, specifically O 2 -pre-covered Ag(0 0 1) and Pd(0 0 1). The study of such prototype systems is very important to clarify the dynamics in the entrance channels of catalytic epoxidation of unsaturated hydrocarbons.
The choice of the C 2 H 4 -Ag(0 0 1) system has been motivated by a previous observation of a strong rotational dependence of the physisorption probability [28] and, even more importantly, by the fact that the ethylene-silver interaction is sufficiently weak so that steering forces are expected to play a minor role. Steering may indeed turn the incoming molecule into its most favourable position while it is approaching the surface and thus mask the possible effect of the initial molecular alignment. The surface was pre-covered with molecular oxygen to increase the sticking probability and the attainable surface coverage, thus making observation of stereodynamical effects easier. Aligned molecules, flying faster, have been selected from those statistically distributed by using a two-discs mechanical velocity selector described in detail elsewhere [16] , positioned along the supersonic molecular beam path, in the second stage of its collimation [29] .
The lower panel of figure 3 reports the sticking of C 2 H 4 on silver, measured by exposing the metallic sample, at normal incidence, to a molecular beam of ethylene seeded in He (incident energy E = 0.36 eV), versus the ethylene coverage, ET Interestingly, the initial sticking seems to be not affected by the alignment degree, while a large difference in S (up to a factor of 3.5 at the maximum) is observed by selecting the molecular alignment, already at ethylene coverage of only a few per cent of a monolayer. The difference in S between the two sets of velocity selected molecules, belonging to the same molecular beam, cannot be due to the small difference in translational energy, as demonstrated [17] by performing the measurements at the same O 2 pre-coverage with ethylene seeded in Ne (for which the translational energy differs by a factor of 3). The finding that helicopters stick better than cartwheels is, at a first glance, in intuitive agreement with the well-assessed evidence that the most stable adsorption configuration of C 2 H 4 on Ag(0 0 1) is flat lying on the surface [17] . Indeed a quantitative understanding of the measured steric effects is difficult, especially because of the lack of knowledge of the interaction potential energy of the system, and therefore at the moment any explanation can only be speculative.
The fact that the steric anisotropy is present only at nonzero coverage clearly indicates that it arises from the interaction of incoming aligned ethylene moving on the surface with already adsorbed, flat lying molecules [17] .
The C 2 H 4 -Pd(0 0 1) system is characterized by a relatively strong interaction since ethylene adsorbs mostly in a σ -bonded configuration [30] (contrary to the Ag case for which only π-bonding occurs [31] ): steering effects may thus exert here a relevant role. Indeed, in the upper panel of figure 3 , reporting the sticking coefficient S for an ethylene beam seeded in He and scattered by the bare Pd(0 0 1) surface kept at T = 110 K, no difference is observed between the uptake from the fast speed tail of the velocity distribution (mainly cartwheels) and the slow speed tail (mainly helicopters).
The comparison between ethylene adsorption on (O 2 -precovered) Ag(0 0 1) and (bare) Pd(1 0 0) clearly demonstrates the correlation existing between the strength of the moleculesurface interaction and the presence of a detectable effect of molecular alignment.
